With the increasing use of various Web-based 
Introduction
Design of high performance, scalable and dependable data centers has become a critical issue because of the increasing use of the Internet in supporting various Webbased services [6] . As the network bandwidth continues to increase faster than the server capacity, data centers are anticipated to be the bottleneck in hosting network-based services [6] . It has been observed that data centers contribute to approximately 40% of the overall delay, and this delay is likely to grow with the increasing use of dynamic Web contents. Poor response time has significant financial implications for e-commerce applications. User dissatisfaction due to longer response times is becoming a major concern, as reported by a survey on the problems with WWW [13] . In view of this, cluster-based data centers are envisioned to answer most of these requirements in a cost-effective manner.
In order to provide better scalability and reliability, currently deployed cluster-based data centers can have thousands of nodes. In this highly distributed structure, it is difficult to analyze these systems. Therefore, most of the data centers consist of several tiers of servers in order to simplify the design and monitoring of large-scale systems ( Figure 1 ). However, it is still a big challenge to evaluate large-scale commercial servers. Over the past years researchers have applied two evaluation methods in their studies. The first one is using representative workloads and running them on actual hardware. Although this method could yield accurate results, as reported in [15] , there are several difficulties when working with commercial workloads, such as their large hardware requirements, the complexity of tuning their hardware and software, and the lack of access to commercial application source code. Therefore, as an alternative, researchers have been using different simulation methods [1, 21, 25] based on the earlier workload characterization studies. For the simulation-based studies, it is very important that the workload details are carefully studied in order to get accurate results, especially for large-scale systems.
There have been several studies [3, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25] which focus on the front-end Web server traces of several workloads, such as e-commerce Web sites. However, none of them analyze the effects of these workloads within a clustered data center system, such as the traffic between the tiers or the load on individual nodes. In this paper, we try to fill this gap and report our characterization results within a clustered data center system, focusing primarily on the network traffic between the tiers. We believe that our results could be useful in two ways: (1) Understanding the de-tails of the workload on individual components could help designing and fine-tuning network interfaces and servers in the future, and (2) individual components in a data center could be studied independently from the rest of the system, avoiding the huge cost of deploying a full data center for testing.
In order to analyze the network traffic within a data center, we need detailed information from different components. This information is almost impossible to acquire from a real production data center because that would raise a lot of problems in terms of performance and reliability of the hosted Web services. So, we use our own implementation of a prototype data center, as depicted in Figure 1 . Our prototype is based on a widely-used three tier architecture. The front-end tier is a cluster of Web servers, and is responsible for handling the static requests. The middle tier, a cluster of application servers, is responsible for handling the dynamic Web contents, while the back-end database tier is dedicated for handling database transactions required by the middle-tier.
Next, we need applications to run on our prototype data center for the network traffic characterization. Once again, it is not possible to get real workloads because of the proprietary nature of these applications. Thus, we use two popular benchmarking workloads, RUBiS [8] and SPECjAppServer2004 [26] , which were used in many performance studies [7, 8, 31] as well as benchmarking [26] . The first benchmark, RUBiS, is an implementation of an auction site similar to eBay. The second benchmark, SPECjAppServer2004, is an implementation of the Web site of an automobile manufacturing company and its associated dealerships. Although these workloads are not used in a production system, they include the actual implementation of the basic Web services of the real workloads that could be run on our prototype data center. Finally, we use client emulators to create different loads on our data center, so that we could analyze the characteristics in different situations. This way, our results could be used to simulate or model data centers under different loads.
In this paper, we analyze the detailed network behavior in each tier of our prototype data center. For the servers in each tier, we characterize the request arrival rates, request inter-arrival times, message sizes and service times. Our main purpose is to model those characteristics using known statistical distributions. We also check if we can identify a self-similar behavior in request arrival rates. Our results show that; (1) in most cases, the request inter-arrival rates follow log-normal distribution, and self-similarity exists when the data center is heavily loaded, (2) message sizes can be modeled by the log-normal distribution, and (3) service times fit reasonably well with the Pareto distribution and show heavy tailed behavior at heavy loads.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the related work to our study. In section 3, we explain the basic organization of a multi-tier data center. Section 4 presents the details of the workloads used. Section 5 describes our data collection and analysis methodology. In section 6, we discuss our network characterization results, followed by the concluding remarks in the last section.
Related Work
Understanding the characteristics of the World Wide Web (WWW) traffic has always been an important research topic since the beginning of the Internet. These studies aim to provide valuable statistical information, which could be used in modeling and designing high performance communication networks and server systems. We group the related work to this study in three categories:
The first group of studies [2, 4, 5] focus on the characteristics of the WWW traffic using the traces of different Web servers that host static Web pages. Using the traces collected from different Web sites, [2, 4] report results on the file size distributions, file popularity distributions, reference locality, and user request patterns. Some important results are: (1) file sizes follow the Pareto distribution, (2) the file inter-reference times are independent and exponentially distributed, and (3) 10% of the files account for 90% of all requests. [5] proposed a workload generator based on the observed characteristics of real traces.
The next group of studies [9, 10, 11, 12] focus on the request arrival rates and transmission times based on the same traces used in [2, 4] . It is shown that the arrival process is long-range dependant for the observed workloads and the transmission times are modeled well with both Pareto and log-normal distributions.
Earlier studies discussed above are based on quite old Web server traces and fall short on explaining the dynamic nature of the contents served by modern Web servers. The final -and more recent group of studies [3, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25] focus on dynamic workloads such as e-business sites. In these environments, customers interact with the site through a series of consecutive and related requests, called sessions. Thus, the inter-session and intra-session characteristics replace the traditional per-request characteristics of the static Web sites. In these studies, it has been reported that there is a strong correlation in the session arrival process, and the session length is heavy tailed.
All of the previous workload characterization studies focus on the user behaviors and considers the server as a single identity. However, current Web sites are hosted by large data centers consisting of thousands of nodes and multiple tiers of servers. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to focus within a clustered, multi-tiered data center.
Data Center Background
In this section, we summarize the architecture of a generic three-tier data center and the components that are used in these architectures. Our prototype data center is based on this architecture.
A three-tier data center architecture
With the increasing use of dynamic Web contents, a multi-tier architecture provides a clean abstraction of different functionalities. For example, the front-end Web server in Figure 1 , is closest to the edge of a data center and is responsible for handling the static requests. The middle tier, called the application server, is responsible for handling the dynamic Web contents, while the back-end database server is dedicated for complex database transactions. In this study, we use a popular middleware technology, known as Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [27] . The specification for J2EE defines an architecture and interfaces for developing and deploying distributed Internet Java server applications based on a multi-tier architecture. A J2EE Application Server includes two containers. First, the web container manages the presentation components, also called Web components (Servlets [27] and JavaServer Pages (JSP) [27] ), which define the application-Web interface. The second component, called the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) Container, defines the application business logic and application data. These containers host the components and interface them with the services provided by the J2EE Services Layer such as the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) (for connecting to the database in the back-end tier). All of these components and J2EE services are deployed on a Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition Specification (J2SE), and require a suitable Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to run. There are several application server implementations based on the J2EE specifications. A few examples are Sun Java System Application Server [28] , IBM WebSphere [14] , and JOnAS [24] . We use the publicly available JOnAS application server in this study. 
Data center components
In our implementation, we use the Apache server (v.2.0.48) from the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) [30] as the front-end Web server. The number of Apache processes is increased up to 512, so that the maximum performance could be achieved. For the middle-tier, we use the J2EE compatible JOnAS [24] (v.4.6.6 ) application server. This version supports the deployment of applications conforming to J2EE 1.4 specification and EJB 2. [23] , which is a clustered database controller that enables us to use multiple database servers concurrently to increase the performance.
We use a simple round-robin webswitch emulation to distribute client requests to the Web servers. The Web server nodes communicate with the application server nodes (Tomcat Web Containers) through the mod jk module (v.1.2.5), available from the Apache Software Foundation [30] . Within the application server layer, communication is achieved through Remote Method Invocations (RMI), a service supplied by the application server. Database connection for the EJB containers is provided by JDBC, another service provided by the application server.
Workloads
We use two different workloads, RUBiS [8] and SPECjApp-Server2004 [26] to collect data. The first workload, RUBiS, implements an auction site similar to eBay, including 27 interactions that can be performed from a client's Web browser. It has different versions of implementation, using different J2EE technologies. In this study, we use the EJB session beans version, which is reported to give the best performance [8] . We also use the initial database data (around 1.4GB) provided with the benchmark, which is created according to the observations found on the eBay Web site. For the RUBiS benchmark, we use a client-browser emulator to imitate the behavior of real users. Each client emulator starts a session by opening a persistent HTTP connection and performs a series of tasks and then closes the HTTP connection, ending the session. Then it waits for a certain think time before starting the next session. The think time and session time are generated from an exponential distribution with a mean of 7 seconds and 15 minutes, respectively. These numbers conform to clauses 5.3.1.1 and 6.2.1.2 of the TPC-W v1.65 specification [8] . The actions of the emulator are defined by a transition table specifying the probability of transitions between different Web pages. This allows to realistically emulate the actual users.
The second workload, SPECjAppServer2004, is a multi-tier benchmark for measuring the performance of J2EE technology-based application servers, developed by the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) [26] . The SPECjAppServer2004 workload implements an automobile manufacturing company and its associated dealerships. Dealers interact with the system using web browsers, thus, the requests go through all the three tiers of the data center. The actual manufacturing process is accomplished via RMI, that is, the emulator application for the manufacturers communicates directly with the application servers in the data center, bypassing the Web server tier. Another difference of this benchmark from RUBiS is that, it uses the Container-Managed Persistence (CMP) model at the application servers. With CMP, each entity in the application server is automatically mapped to a DB object, and the application developers are not required to manage the DB accesses. Whereas, the session beans used by RUBiS require that the developers handle the DB read and writes by plugging the SQL queries in their code. Although CMP provides a clean and more standardized way of developing applications, it incurs additional DB accesses. Finally, the SPECjAppServer2004 benchmark uses client emulators, called Drivers, which drives the benchmark. In addition, Supplier Emulators are used to emulate the process of sending and receiving orders to/from suppliers.
Characterization Methodology
In this section we discuss our methodology for characterizing the network behavior of the two workloads in our data center implementation.
Data collection
As explained earlier, we use a three-tier data center architecture based on the J2EE middleware technology to collect our data. Our prototype data center is implemented on 11 dedicated nodes of a 96-node Linux cluster, connected through Gigabit Ethernet. Each of the nodes has dual 64-bit AMD Opteron processors, 4 GBytes of system memory and Ultra320 SCSI disk drives. We use 2 nodes for the frontend Web servers, 6 nodes for mid-tier application servers and 3 nodes for the DB servers at the backend-tier. Those numbers are chosen to roughly balance the CPU load on the nodes throughout all tiers, so that the results at a tier are not affected by another tier which is overloaded.
The data we are interested in are the arrival times of the requests, message sizes transferred, and the service times of requests at each individual server. We collect data at the Apache Web servers using a slightly modified logging mechanism. We modified it to collect the request arrival times and service times in micro-seconds instead of seconds. We also included a logging mechanism in the mod jk module to collect information on the messages exchanged between Web servers and application servers. In the application servers, we use the access logs, which are similar to the ones at the Web servers. Finally, we extract the requests to the DB servers at the C-JDBC controllers.
Since we don't use an actual observed workload, we have several short duration runs with varying load. This way we get information for different situations that a data center could experience in the long run. Actually, it has been shown that the WWW workloads show different characteristics under different loads and it is necessary to analyze the durations of different loads separately [12] . Our each run is set to last 15 minutes for both workloads.
Used statistical methods
One of the issues we focus in our study is whether we can conclude that the network traffic in our data center is self-similar. It has been shown that self-similarity is a common property for Web traffic [9, 10, 11, 12] . Basically, a time-series is called self-similar when the statistics are independent of the time scale. Formally, the self-similarity is defined as follows [12] . Let X = X i , i ≥ 1 be a sequence and let
be an aggregated sequence obtained by averaging the nonoverlapping blocks of size m. For a self-similar process, the following equation holds for all integers m:
where H is the Hurst exponent [29] . A time-series is said to be exactly second-order self-similar if m 1−H X (m) has the same variance and autocorrelation as X for all m. Based on these properties, it is expected that averaging over equal periods of time does not influence the statistical characteristics of the process.
The effect of self-similarity in network traffic is shown in [32] , which compares a self-similar series with a Poisson series with the same distributional characteristics. The paper shows that Poisson models for a network traffic become essentially uniform when aggregated by a factor of 1000, while the actual network traffic shows no such decrease in variability over the same range of aggregation.
A commonly used way to quantify the self-similarity is through the Hurst exponent, H. For a self-similar process, 0, 5 < H < 1.0, and as H increases from 0.5 to 1.0, the degree of self-similarity increases. Although it is not possible to calculate it accurately, several methods are proposed to estimate the the Hurst exponent [29] . Since none of them are robust for every case [12] , in our study we use four of these methods: Periodogram, Whittle, Variance-Time, R/S. Detailed explanation of these methods can be found in [29] .
In [9] , the authors suggested that the self-similar nature of the Web traffic is due to the heavy-tailed distributions that the file size and service time distributions follow. We also analyze our data to see if that is true in our case. Formally, a random variable X follows a heavy-tailed distribution if
Namely, regardless of the behavior of the distribution for small values of a random variable, it is heavy-tailed if the asymptotic shape of the distribution is hyperbolic. To estimate the tail index α of a time-series, log-log complementary distribution (LLCD) plots [3, 10, 11] are used. These are plots of the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) P [X > x] = 1 − F (x) on log-log axes. In these plots, heavy-tailed distributions appear to be linear for x > θ, where the tail index α is the negative of the slope of the tail of this plot.
In our study, we also analyze short-range and long-range dependencies in the collected data. In a self-similar time series, where observation bursts can be observed in a widerange of time-scales, the distribution exhibits a long-range dependence (LRD). An LRD exists when the current observation is highly correlated with the observations far away in time. Whereas short-range dependence (SRC) shows that the current observation is only correlated with the recent observations. Generally, given a time-series as the input, autocorrelation function (ACF) is used to study the correlation within the stream. ACF measures similarity between the series X t and its shifted version X t+k , where k is called the lag. The formal definition of a simple ACF is given as:
where µ, σ are the sample mean and standard deviation, respectively. ACF, plotted with varying values of lag, can be used to observe possible dependencies. If the ACF plot decays hyperbolically to zero then the processes shows LRD. Whereas, if the ACF is large for small lags and decreases dramatically when the lag increases, then SRD exists. Finally, we try to determine if we could use statistical models for the network behavior in our data center. For this, we first use the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method to calculate the parameters for several distributions, to fit our observed data. We use several different known distributions in order to check which one would be the better fit for each case. Used distributions include exponential, hyper-exponential, log-normal, pareto and weibull distributions. After obtaining the parameter estimations, we use Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to get a goodness-offit value for each fitting. Based on the K-S tests results, we conclude the best-fitting distribution for each case.
Network Traffic Characterization
In this section, we discuss our network traffic characterization results. First we analyze the general trends in the network behavior in our data center in terms of open sockets at each server node. Next, we analyze the detailed characteristics of the network behavior for each tier in the data center.
Server communication characteristics
Before we start with the detailed analysis of the network behavior in our data center, we present a big picture of the network traffic on different server nodes. During the 15 minute runs of the two workloads, we monitor the number of open sockets on each node of our data center implementation. We aim to gain some idea of how different servers in a data center acts under varying loads based on this data, so that, we can have a better understanding of the detailed characteristics.
In Figures 2 a and b , we depict the number of open sockets during the 15 minute runs of the RUBiS workload with 800 clients (a) and 3200 clients (b), respectively. These two loads are selected to represent a light and heavy load in the data center, where the heavy load is the point at which the peak throughput is achieved. We observe that the nodes in each tier presents similar behaviors during a single run. So, we pick one of the servers as a representative node from each tier. When the servers are lightly loaded for the RUBiS workload (Figure 2 a) , it can be seen that the number of open sockets for the nodes in each tier stays steady compared to the heavily loaded run (Figure 2 b) . Under light load, the number of open sockets is determined by the preset lower bounds of the servers running on each node. All of the servers we use (Apache Web servers, JOnAS application servers and MySQL DB servers) keep a pre-determined number of connections ready in order to increase the response time. For example, in Figure 2 a, we can see that the DB server has 450 sockets open throughout the whole run. This number does not change since it is not demanded by the application servers. In contrast, when we increase the load, the number of open sockets increases on servers at all of the tiers. At the Web servers, the number of sockets increases proportional to the increase in client numbers, that is four times. The effects are smaller in the other two tiers, because of the preset upper-bounds for the number of open connections between servers. We only see a two-fold increase on application server and DB server nodes. We can also see that there is a dramatic increase after 150 seconds, which is the point at which the warm-up stage finishes and the stable stage of the runs start.
Similarly, we depict the number of open sockets for light and heavy load cases for the SPEC workload in Figures 2 c  and d . SPEC workload uses a parameter called transaction rate (txRate) to determine the load. The warm-up period is set to be 60 seconds for the SPEC workload. This is visible in both cases, where a sudden increase occurs after 60 seconds in both light and heavy load runs. We observe a similar trend as in the RUBiS workload between the light and heavy load runs. However, there are two differences in the SPEC workload. First, the number of open sockets in application servers is larger than the Web servers. The reason for this is, as explained in Section 4, that the clients in this workload can connect the application servers directly, bypassing the Web servers. Second, the number of open sockets in DB servers is larger than the RUBiS workload. This difference is due to the fact that the SPEC workload uses the CMP method at the application servers, which yields more connections to the DB servers.
Web server tier
We start our detailed characterization of the network behavior in our three-tier data center with the analysis of the Web servers in the front-end tier. The data presented here is collected from one of the Web servers and consists of at least 50,000 observations, i.e requests, during the 15 minute runs of both the RUBiS and SPEC workloads. In our analysis, we observe that the two Web servers show similar behavior during our data collection. So, we only present results from one of the Web servers for each case.
Request arrival rates and inter-arrival times are our first focus in analyzing the traffic on the Web server nodes. Next, we analyze request inter-arrival rates on the Web server nodes. For this, we start by analyzing the short and long range dependencies in the observed data using the ACF plots as explained in section 5. Although we could not include the plots because of space limitations, for both of the workloads, the ACF plots follow small values not exceeding 0.1. Thus, we conclude that the request inter-arrival rates do not have a significant short or long dependencies. We also check request inter-arrival rates for self-similarity using four different Hurst exponent estimators. The results, presented in Table 1 , show that as the load increases, the Hurst exponent estimations increase over 0.5, meaning that the request inter-arrival rates show self-similarity at heavy loads. This observation is true for both workloads. This finding is consistent with the results reported in [10] , where the authors show that the busiest hours are well described as self-similar. Finally, we check if we could model the request inter-arrival times with known distributions. We found that the best fitting is achieved using the log-normal distribution. Estimated parameters and the results of the K-S goodnessof-fit tests are listed in Table 2 Next, we analyze the file sizes sent to the clients from Web servers. Our observations show that the file sizes also can be modeled reasonably well using the log-normal distribution. This observation contradicts the previous results in [10, 16, 4] , which show that the file size distributions show heavy-tailed behaviors and could be modeled using the Pareto distribution. However, those studies are based on Web servers hosting static files only. For the RUBiS workload, file sizes vary from 1.5K to 16K bytes, where most of them are clustered around 2.5KBytes. The file size distribution fits a log-normal distribution with parameters, α = 0.5458 and µ = 50.6502. For SPEC, file sizes vary from 0.5K to 38K bytes, where most of them are around 18KBytes. This observed data fits a log-normal distribution with parameters, α = 0.4894 and µ = 70.1865.
Although we do not see the previously reported Paretobased behavior in file sizes, we find that the service times are well-modeled using the Pareto distribution, which could Table 1 . A similar finding is also reported in [10] . The fitted parameters for the service times are listed in Table 3 . The results show that for both of the workloads, we see a heavy-tailed behavior (tail index > 1) at heavy loads. The LLCD plot of the service times for the SPEC workload (txRate=40) in Figure 4 (a) also confirms that. Here, it can also be seen that the tail behavior is well-modeled by the Pareto distribution. Finally, we analyze the message sizes passed to the application servers. As expected, the sizes of the messages sent to application servers are fairly small. For the RUBiS workload, message sizes vary from 240 to 1850 bytes, which fits a log-normal distribution with parameters, α = 0.1602 and µ = 5.5974. For SPEC, the sizes vary from 190 to 430 bytes, which fits a log-normal distribution with parameters, α = 0.1343 and µ = 5.6129.
Application server tier
In this subsection, we focus on the application server nodes in the mid-tier of our prototype center. We follow a similar analysis method as in previous subsection. Once again, we use the data collected from one of the application servers for each run.
Figures 5 a,b,c and d present the request arrival rates at the application servers. ACFs for the inter-arrival times for RUBiS and SPEC workloads do not show any evidence for either short or long-range dependencies in the interarrival times. Although the plots are not presented here, the ACF values are always smaller than 0.08. For request inter-arrival times, the estimated Hurst exponent values are smaller than 0.5, hinting that the inter-arrival rates do not follow a self-similar behavior on application server nodes.
Our results of distribution fitting for the request interarrival times are listed in Table 4 . Unlike the Web server tier, we see that the RUBiS and SPEC workloads follow different distributions. Our MLE results show that with the RUBiS workload, best fitting is achieved with the Weibull distribution, whereas with the SPEC workload, inter-arrival times follow the log-normal distribution. The reason for this difference is the fact that the clients can connect the application servers directly affecting the access patterns to the application servers.
Next, we analyze the sizes of the messages sent to the Web servers from application servers. We expect similar characteristics as the file size distributions in the Web server tier, because in most cases, the Web servers forward the data they got from the application servers. Indeed, we observe that the message size distributions can be modeled reasonably well using the log-normal distribution. For the RUBiS workload, message size distribution fits a log-normal distribution with parameters, α = 0.5436 and µ = 56.438. For SPEC, message size distribution fits a log-normal distribution with parameters, α = 0.8481 and µ = 70.104. In ad- dition, we analyze the message sizes sent to the DB servers from the application servers. Similarly, we observe that they follow a log-normal distribution. The estimated parameters for the RUBiS workload are α = 0.4034 and µ = 4.7053 and for the SPEC workload α = 0.8013 and µ = 4.6455. As expected, the messages sent to the DB servers are very small in size, most of them smaller than 100 bytes. Table 5 presents the service times at the application servers. We note that the service times at the application servers are the dominant factor in the total response time for the entire data center. For both of the workloads, the service time distributions are well-modeled by Pareto distributions, with parameters listed in Table 5 for different loads. In all cases, except the SPEC workload with txRate=40, we do not see a heavy-tailed behavior (tail index < 1). We show the LLCD plot for the only case with tail index > 1 in Figure 4 ( 
Database server tier
In this subsection, we focus on the network behavior in the backend tier DB server nodes. We start with the analysis of the request arrival rates and inter-arrival times. Request arrival rates for both of the RUBiS and SPEC workloads are plotted in Figure 6 . Once again, we can see that the DB servers are more loaded with the SPEC workload compared to the RUBiS workload. ACF values, smaller than 0.06, show that both of the workloads have a similar trend and both do not have a strong short or long dependencies.
Among all the three tiers of the data center, we see that the request inter-arrival times at the DB servers show the strongest self-similar behavior. The Hurst exponent estimation results are listed in Table 6 . We can see that the estimations show self-similar behavior in all cases for both workloads. This could be explained by the heavy-tailed behavior presented by the service times as listed in Table 7 . We observe that the service times at the DB servers follow Pareto distributions with heavy tails. Except for the lightest loads, all cases are well-modeled by Pareto distributions with tail index larger than 1. As an example, the LLCD plot for the SPEC workload with txRate=40 is shown in Figure 4 (c). It can be seen that the Pareto distribution fits well with the observed data and it follows a heavy tailed behavior. Finally, we present the distribution fitting results for the request inter-arrival times and the message sizes sent to the application servers. Similar to the other two layers, the request inter-arrival times can be modeled by the lognormal distribution. The detailed parameter estimations are listed in Table 8 . Our analysis also shows that message sizes can be best modeled by log-normal distributions. For the RUBiS workload, message sizes can be modeled by a log-normal distribution with parameters α = 0.5126 and µ = 22.134 and for SPEC, with parameters α = 0.8261 and µ = 36.839. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed the characteristics of the network behavior within a clustered, multi-tiered data center. We used a real implementation of a clustered three-tier data center, including a cluster of Web servers in the frontend tier, a cluster of J2EE-based application servers in the mid-tier, and a back-end database tier, dedicated for handling database transactions. On this prototype data center, we gathered statistics running two workloads, RUBiS and SPECjAppServer2004.
Some of our findings include; (1) In most cases, the request inter-arrival rates follow log-normal distribution regardless of the data center load. Only exception for that is the request inter-arrival rates at the application servers for the SPEC workload. (2) Inter-arrival times show selfsimilar behavior when the data center is heavily loaded. (3) Message size distributions follow log-normal distribution. (4) Service times fit reasonably well with Pareto distribution and show heavy tailed behavior at heavy loads.
We believe that our results in this paper covers a big portion of the possible workloads that are hosted in multi-tier data centers, i.e. auctioning and e-business. However, there are still some other important areas such as web search, blog sites, etc., which could yield different characteristics in a data center environment. We would like to continue with our efforts to characterize different workloads as we acquire them, which is not an easy task given that most of the companies would consider their data as sensitive information.
